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С помощью преобразований Лежандра, строится обобщенный

эффективный потенциал f(f, G",H,Sj , зависящий от

вакуумного среднего поля *f
 t

 двух и трехточечной связных

функций Грина O
t
 И и вакуумного среднего от классичес-

кого действия S
r <
^6f Sbfi oy . Получено / разложение

Г* (*Р
;
б*. Н,^) * аналогичное петлевому разложению эффек-

тивного действия
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By means of the Legendre transformations a generalized

effective potential r(tf,G,H,S)
 i s

 constructed, which de-

pends on 4* , a possible expectation value of the quantum

field; on G, H possible expectation values of the 2-

and 3-point connected Green functions and on S
 =
 < 0 J 5 « | 0 > ,

a possible expectation value of the classical action. The

expansion for the functional Г (Ф, G, H,s) is obtained, which

is similar to the loop expansion for the effective actionГ(*f)
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1. Introduction

Certain progress wns achieved in understanding the QCD's

vacuum structure in a number of works 1*4 In particular, e

relation between B, a bag model constant, arid average value

of the gluon condensate field tensor i.i vacuun vmr obtained,

which is in good agreement with the phenomenological data *r*.

But it was difficult to prove the Lorentz-and-gauge in-

variance of the vacuum state. That is why it will be useful

to develop such a formalism, in which order parameters ere

Lorentz and gauge Invariant (for example, a possible expecta

tion value of the classical action or 7/ilsor. correlator).

Since, by means of the functional Legendre transforma-

tions the problem of the vacuum expectation values calcula-

tions can be reduced to a vcriational one, it is interesting

to construct a functional Г , which depends on Lorentz-

and gauge invariant expectation values.

The motion equations for the functional Г , which de-

pends on <S
C
| , a possible expectation value of the classical

action of thea <f
3
 theory, were derived in our previous

wo?kl*J. In Ref. f5] we essentially used variational methods

3 .



developed by Yasilev et el. i J. Apart from usual sources we

introduced in i Jei gauge-and-Lorentfc-invariftfit source.

In this paper we constructed a-i analogous generalized

effective potential in nonlinear theories of the 4-th order.

In the second Section the functional f is determined

and its motion equations ( (2.7-8), (2.10-13) ) are derived,

in the third and fourth Sections these equations are solved

by means of the iteration technique; as a result the expan-

sion of Г (4.3) is obtained, which is similar to the loop

expansion of the effective action Г(Ц>) (4). In the end of the

paper the expansion (4.3) is used as an illustration ot the

method to the enharmonic oscillator.

2. The Motion Equations for the Generalised

Effective Potential

Let us determine the generating functional2(3, К, М, L)

for the 9<f* theory •

{ 3 ) - ..(2.1)

^^

In this expression S(y) is a classical action

*) The results received in this work can be used in any non-

linear theory of the 4-th order, in particular, in the

ncn-abeiian one.



[\j is a aormaliyed constant and the integration goes over

repeated arguments. The operator i!D is determined as L&(x,y

Differentiating (2.1) with respect to the souces

(J,K, M, L )
 W
e obtain 2

3{x
f<4(x)>, k

where 2 - — —-— and so on. From (2.1) i t follows t h a t
J<*) 6~J(xJ

d e r i v a t i v e s 2 >j > ? 7 j » 2 K and 2 ^ are coupled by

relations

Z ^ * ( 2 | { ( ) 2 Л З ( ) H

(2.3)

Z | ( f ) H3(

The generating functional 2 satisfies the nchwinper
 T
".o-

tion equation which expresses the property of the meRS^re

transformation invariance in the integral (211)

( 2 . 4 )

V/e can receive two more equations, connecting 2
K
 -Zjrf "

^u > using (2.1). But it is more convenient to receive them

after Legendre transformation was performed, with the help

of (2.9H
4
*

5
J (see below).

Let us choose new independent variables ^
" ̂ (эс)

5



S= Z.
 a n

^
 m a

^
e
 "k*

1
* 4-th order Le-

gendre transformation.

(2.5)

-37 MG^f- | J " M H -L-S

Here and in v/hat follov-s, if there is no necessity, the i;i-

/id srf;uinents are omitted.

7aryi".g r(if,G,H, 5) over f,&,H and 5 we obtain

To derive a complete system of equations, determining

the generalized effective potential Г , we rewrite (2.3-4)

in the terms of

)

(2.8)

and use the relations

(2.9)



(see Appendix A in Ref. "5 ),

Q

(2.12)

where

n •<
 (2

*
13)

In Eqs. (2.7-8) and (2.10-12) the quantity Z-TJJJ is

preserved, which can be expressed through derivatives Г by

Eq.(2.12). Eqs. (2.7-8) and (2.10-12) completely determine

the functional Г

3. Extraction of Invariants

In the same way as in Ref. [5] we can write using (2.7)

f~*5 + p , where F depends on the invariant

and variables Q.
(
 yj . However, from (2.8) follows thftt it is

more convenient to choose the invariant in the form



Rewriting operators Q/jg in the terms of F (s
t
 G, H)

substituting them in (2.10-2.12) we have

1-ii.P Г *
 5i
 P И %¥ р'

0 , •

where

(3.6)

and F denotes the differentiation with respect to 5

Eqs.(3.2-5) now completely determine the functional F

and arguments (X, y... ) in these equations are written in

the same order as it was in (2.10-2.12).

Our next purpose is to solve Eqs.(3.2-5) by тевпз of .

iteration techniques. The iteration is essentially facilitated
с* иг

owing to the fact that F depends on -^— , J2 only.

V/hence it follows that in order to find F it is suffici

ent from Eqs.(3.2-5) to extract one r*mation of the form

F - ... » where on the right side are derivatives F of
G

. 8 .



a higher order.

In Eq.(3.2) we take эс = у , integrate over oc and

substitute 2„г,п*, from (3.5)

v. _ .. L-. _ / - (3.7)

Prom (3.7) it follows that F has the form

(3.8)

In the Q <f
 3
 -theory, in contrast to о(| , the functio-

nal G depends on one variable
.

Multiplying (3.2) by G and (3.3) by H . then sub-

tracting (3.2) from (3.3) and substituting the expression

received from (3.4-3.5) for P' we obtain

H G
.nv n v т (3.9)

+2itiG"
<
Z
:n:
,_ Q HG'

f
- bb'

1
Z,

m
 0

HH
 Z

W 3
- G* -

-—Gг

The sign i i stands for integration over-one argument. In

other cases the arguments are integrated xn the succession

they are written.

2 can be determined from (3.4-3.5)

, -.{.^JL Q"*G ittfo'b |||[Q' ̂ - — ,̂
H&
 ̂ ] (3-

1
^>



and Q~ is defined as

(3.11)

where

•v-t,

0 G чЮ'съх,*! u, и, и) G (*, я) d*x d%

., л .., . ..
 k

 (3.12)

0 QHGHjzJQix^xluMijyHiu.v^Gip.^Hip^.xtdfruMtfly

Eq,(3.9) is solved by the iteration technique.

First we take f = ̂ rii In. G- (see 3.8-9). The only

item in (3.9) which is not equal to zero has the form

G H Q G < J H O " . ajid ^»&G is to be calculated using

(3.6). Substituting -^-+г En-G for F ^e have

t г (3.13)

and from (3.9) obtain

-̂-•n expression we shedl take as a zero approximation for

in our iteration. Then it is necessary to calculate Q
& &
 i

Q
H
 , Q H H (see 3.14) and W (see 3.11) in the same

approximation and substitute them into the right part of

Eq.(3»9). Integrating it over G *« obtain F ' and so on.

In the next section the process of iteration is given in de-

*) Although Q
 ии
 has no inverse (see (3.11)), it is not a

seriouc difficulty, since the first step of iteration can

be done using Eqs.(3.2-6), then Q „ has an inverse

operator (see (4.1)).

-o



tail.

4. Iteration Solution of Equation (3.9)

As it was mentioned above, Eq.(3.9) can be solved by-

means of iteration techniques.

?he iteration goers with respect to the orders
1
 of Q ''

We take г (3.14) as a zero approximation and calculate

operators Q
&&
 , Q

& H
 , Q

H H
 , Q~ (3.

f
<), (3.1

1
)

2i
 (4."D

Substituting; (4.1) into the right side of 3qs. (3-9-
1
0), iate

,v;re.ti!ig over G and preserving the terms not exceed.! ig the

4-th order in G we

LH
г

where ^ ^ = J G* (эс^; c£*X c/*̂

Following the iteration process in the same way we re-

ceive the expansion of /- in orders of G-"

The expansion up to the б-th order has the form:

16



where *G(*
fj
,; , Д

а г

' X,-

X a
2 t

Note, that when excluding the source L , which is

equivalent to condition Г$~ О (see (2.6)), one can find S

as a function of Ф, G, H . Substituting S -S(<P
t
G-, H ) into

Г (4.3) we obtain the known expansion for the functional

г(ф,&, н) W.
Let иг regard Г(ч>, G-, H, S) in the Hartree-Foek approxima

tion L J Qr a Z) ) where we take Ф = О . The generalized

effective potential (see (3.1), (4.3)) then has the form:

. =. , Lfc. . ? З-^ячг.г (4.4)

where only the terras not exceeding the 4-th order in G" "̂<

preserved»

Prom equations Г„~ О > Г$ = О (2.6) we can find the

stationary points of the functional Г (4.4). 2?he first

equation gives H
 =
 0 and the second gives

The energy difference of the full (£ ̂  О ) and free

( О, г О ) theories is given by formula'•J;

Z

3!



which can be written in the stationery point J = H * £ = M * O

as

(4'7)

Substituting (4.5) into (4.4) and (4.7) we have

. . Ig if . Ш?
 ф (4.8!

For the enharmonic oscillator in the quantum mechanics

i \ ££&.* • -££.* j tne Green function 2>{l) хв

equal tc £ie>TAmb) . that is why from (4.5) and (4.8) we have

a*z a* (4.9)

Vec "

It can be shown that the Legendre transformation exa-

mined in this work is equivalent to the Legendre transforma

tion with respect to the coupling constant. This means that

we consider the coupling constant as a source. Indeed, the

exponent in the right side of (2.1) can be written in the

form expi [ЭЧ^Кф?* -~ МУ<РЧ> • ̂-" ]
that will result in the following changes in the theory:

i) the stationary conditions (2.6) are

Г
н

and the invariant (3.1) has the form

13



r-r=F(S, G. H)//
If proceeding from the symmetry properties of the theory

<Ц?> а О (as in the spinor case), then:

j ^ (4.10)

where Ŝ  * S - -^- G * •
 a n d t h e

 stationary conditions

V
Moreover, wnen l̂  is N -plet, this Leger.dre transfor

mation can be treated as the Legendre transformation with

respect to /V • The question how it can help in the solving

of the strong coupling constant problem and уЫ -expansion

in Yang-Mills theories is to be investigated in the future.

We hop* to use in our further publications the developed

formalism in non-abelian gauge theories and develop the Le-

gendre transformation techniques with the gauge-invariant

source which generates the Wilson correlator.

The authors are thankful to Prof. SeG.Matinyan and also

to G.M.Asatryan, A.G.Sedralcyan for useful discussions.
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